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Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education 

2401 Walnut Street 

Suite 102 

Philadelphia, PA 19103 

 

Dear Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education: 

 

It is with great pleasure that Nova Southeastern University (NSU) presents its second submission 

to AASHE’s Sustainability Tracking Assessment & Rating System (STARS) report under the 

new 2.2 reporting form.  

 

This submission reflects NSU’s continued commitment to improving sustainability on our main 

campus through the combined efforts from the Office of Facilities Management, many dedicated 

individuals, and most importantly through input and effort from our student population. We look 

forward to the opportunity to continue to educate the university community on sustainability and 

to continuously work towards improvement of our sustainability efforts in categories as 

identified through the university’s repeated involvement with the AASHE STARS program. 

 

NSU’s core values include Academic Excellence, Student Centered, Integrity, Innovation, 

Opportunity, Scholarship/Research, Diversity, and Community. We believe that these core 

values are directly represented in our active participation with the AASHE STARS program and 

our university’s sustainability goals.  

 

As the President of Nova Southeastern University, I affirm that the information submitted in this 

report is accurate and supported by collaborative efforts of our university’s leadership. I thank 

the many faculty and staff that were involved in collecting and reporting information, without 

which this STARS submission would not have been possible. I look forward to our continued 

participation in this program and advancing sustainability at this institution, along with the other 

colleges and universities joining in this commitment to sustainability, especially our peers in 

South Florida. 

 

      Sincerely, 

 

 

  

      George L. Hanbury II, Ph.D.     

      President and CEO 
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